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Introduction

The 2018 Asian Association for Public Administration (AAPA) Annual Conference was 
officially held for 2 days, 22-23 March 2018 at the Convention Hall Faculty of Social and 
Political Sciences, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. The conference was supported by sponsors and 
contributors from all over background. There was considerable support from Bank National 
Indonesia (BNI) as the main sponsor that also following by other sponsors such as Semen 
Indonesia, Creative Learning, Badan Penerbit dan Publikasi Universitas Gadjah Mada, 
Morowali Regency, Palangkaraya Regency, and Mandiri Bank. 

With respect to registrations, over more than 255 people registered (153 from 
Indonesia) and over 200 delegates attended the meeting. According to the conference 
records, attendance as follows 
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Countries
 Attendees

 Philippines

 
19

 
Russia

 

1

 

South Africa

 

1

 

South Korea

 

25

 

Spain

 

1

 

Taiwan 2
Thailand 1
Vietnam 1
Australia 1
UK 1

Countries Attendees 
Bangladesh 1
Brunei Darussalam 3
Cameroon 1
China 5
India 5
Indonesia 150
Japan 2
Kenya 1
Kyrgyz 1
Malaysia 3



The Opening Ceremony was attended by Minister of Research, Technology and Higher 
Education, Indonesia; Prof.H. Mohamad Nasir, PhD., Ak., President of AAPA; Professor Pan 
Suk Kim as AAPA President along with other BOD members; President of Indonesian 
Association for Public Administration (IAPA); Prof Dr Eko Prasojo; Deputy Director of Civil 
Service Department, the republic of Kazakhstan, Aigerim Amirova; and Rector of Universitas 
Gadjah Mada, Prof.Ir. Panut Mulyono. 

In this year conference, the theme of the 2018 Annual Conference of AAPA was “Reinventing 
Public Administration in a Globalized World: A Non-Western Perspective.” The conference 
focuses on various issues: (1) Developing Theories of Non-Western Public Administrations; 
(2) Exploring New Research Methods for Public Administration: beyond positivism; (3) 
Culture (Ethics, Religion) and Public Administration; (4) Strengthening Local Administration 
and Decentralization; (5) Local Knowledge, Innovation and Public Policy; and (6) Social 
Architecture, Digital Governance and Human Values.



conference highlight

The conference was divide into two big plenary sessions and five concurrent sessions. In 

the first day, the event was started with Plenary Session 1: Asian High-Level Dialogue 

presenting by 5 speakers that consists of Prof. Tatiana Zaytseva (Russia), Prof. Sofian 

Effendi (Indonesia), Prof. Jiannan Wu (China), Prof. Akira Nakamura (Japan), Aigerim 

Amirova (Kazakhstan). For plenary session 2: Local Government dialogue that was held in 

the second day was also inviting speakers from various background. The speakers who 

attend this session are Prof Dr Eko Prasojo, Prof Heungsuk Choi, H. Anwar Hafid, M.Si, 

Bambang Purwoko and Anwar Sanusi. 



For concurrent sessions, there are 195 presenters that confirming their attendance through 

registration link but until last day of the conference only 150 presenters that succeed 

presenting their paper. They also automatically become AAPA members. 



On March 22 (Thursday night), there was Welcoming dinner for all the participants. It was a 

great opportunity for a social interaction and networking among participants. 



		 	 	 	

After the concurrent session, the event was continued to the closing ceremony. In that 

moment there are two announcements for all the audiences. First, Professor Akira 

Nakamura took his time to announce 3 papers that succeed winning best paper award. And 

the second as a closing, Professor Alexander Brillantes was announced as the new AAPA 

President that will lead this organization for the next few years. After the closing ceremony, 

the event was continued with the excursion to Borobudur Temple and city tour.



Finally, the Success of the 2018 Annual Conference of AAPA in Yoyakarta, Indonesia was 

due in no small part to the engagement of the local organizing committee, the International 

committee Members, speakers and delegates and of the many representatives of 

Indonesian academia that attended the event. 



participants’ appreciation

“On behalf of all participants, specifically, we who are from Sungkyunkwan University, 

Korea, truly dedicate our appreciation and gratitude to 2018 AAPA committee, has 

extraordinarily hosted this memorable event as well. Thank you very much for your warm 

treatment and hospitality. Jogja's and Indonesian's greatest culture and identity have 

bound us in remembering and would like to travel again to this archipelago nation 

someday”.

-Janicus Tanesab, (Sungkyunkwan University)

“I would like to express my sincere appreciation for such a well-organized and AAPA 2018 

conference. I can not thank you enough for your great leadership and efforts to make it 

happen in such a smooth and well attentive ways. I would like to express my sincere thanks 

on behalf of Japanese participants. As Indonesia and Japan have many things in common, I 

hope we will have more opportunities for collaborative research and education. Hope to 

see you again soon (hopefully in Tokyo, but probably in EROPA in Bali in near occasion)“. 

-Masao KIKUCHI, Ph.D. (Japan)

“You had a great conference and big congratulations on that!“

-Prof. Jiannan Wu (China)

“A million thanks to you Dr Agus for your Phonetic leadership that led tp a very successful 

conference! Terimakasih banyak.” 

-Professor Alexander Brillantes (Philippines)

“Thank you for your kind hospitality. The meeting was a great success due mostly to your 

elaborate preparation.” 

-Professor Akira Nakamura (Japan)
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